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With the rapid development of the Internet, network attacks often occur, and network security is widely concerned. Searching for
practical security risk assessment methods is a research hotspot in the ﬁeld of network security. Network attack graph model is an
active detection technology for the attack path. From the perspective of the attacker, it simulated the whole network attack
scenario and then presented the dependency among the vulnerabilities in the target network in the way of directed graph. It is an
eﬀective tool for analyzing network vulnerability. This paper describes in detail the common methods and tools of network
security assessment and analyzes the construction of theoretical model of attack graph, the optimization technology of attack
graph, and the research status of qualitative and quantitative analysis technology of attack graph in network security assessment.
The attack graph generated in the face of large-scale network is too complex to ﬁnd the key vulnerability nodes accurately and
quickly. Optimizing the attack graph and solving the key attack set can help the security manager better understand the security
state of the nodes in the network system, so as to strengthen the security defense ability and guarantee the security of the network
system. For all kinds of loop phenomena of directed attribute attack graph, the general method of eliminating loop is given to get
an acyclic attack graph. On the basis of acyclic attack graph, an optimization algorithm based on path complexity is proposed,
which takes atomic attack distance and atomic weight into consideration, and on the basis of simpliﬁed attack graph, minimumcost security reinforcement is carried out for the network environment. Based on the ant colony algorithm, the adaptive updating
principle of changing pheromone and the local searching strategy of the adaptive genetic algorithm are proposed to improve the
ant colony algorithm. The experimental results show that compared with the ant colony algorithm, the improved ant colony
algorithm can speed up the process of solving the optimal solution. When the number of attack paths is large, the advantages of the
improved ant colony algorithm in solving accuracy and late search speed are more obvious, and it is more suitable for largescale networks.

1. Introduction
With the increasing number of hosts accessing the Internet,
coupled with the complexity of various application hardware
and software as well as various network protocols, some code
loopholes will occur in the stage of design, development,
deployment, and maintenance. In a sense, these loopholes
will cause the vulnerability of network system. In addition,
the network security tools update too slowly, and hackers use
the new technology to network environment vulnerabilities
to attack. It also makes the network possible to be paralyzed.
The outbreak of all kinds of virus events is a wake-up call for

us. With the improvement in the education level of hackers
and the convenient network communication and other
modern characteristics, there are more and more systematic
attacks against valuable information [1–3].
At ﬁrst, people use network security tools for network
defense. Traditional security defense tools include ﬁrewall,
intrusion detection system, user authentication, and encryption. Firewall through the development of certain access
rules to access the request to force inspection only allows the
rules of access into the ﬁrewall access. Intrusion detection
system is another security door behind the ﬁrewall. It can
monitor the system safely even in the case of ﬂuctuating
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network performance and provide real-time protection
against internal and external attacks and misoperation. User
authentication and encryption, on the one hand, is to ensure
the security of data storage and transmission and, on the
other hand, is to prevent data leakage.
However, the traditional network security tools mentioned above all start from the security management means
and can only passively discover the attack behavior and the
existing vulnerabilities after the attack occurs. There is a lag
in the security protection, and the defense eﬀect on the
discovery of new vulnerabilities and the attack behavior is
very small. Attack diagram simulates the whole attack
scenario from the attacker’s point of view and then presents
the dependencies among vulnerabilities in the target network and presents them in a directed graph. According to
the attack diagram, the security manager can intuitively
observe the vulnerability relationship of each node and select
the minimum cost for the security reinforcement of the node
that is prone to permission transition. Attack graph is a kind
of active network security defense technology, which makes
an in-depth analysis of the vulnerability of each host. In the
era of frequent network security, attack graph technology
has a very good research value [4–7].
The increasing size of the network, the increasing
number of security vulnerabilities, and the increasing education of hackers have all made cyberattacks possible. In
the game of network security, in order to strengthen the
analysis and defense of hacker attack, security defense has
gone through many stages of development. At the initial
stage, the corresponding attack behavior was matched
according to the known attack rules, and then, the vulnerability scanning tool was used to ﬁnd the vulnerability
information on the host computer. However, the method
based on rule matching can only ﬁnd out the single vulnerability information and cannot ﬁnd out the potential
harm caused by the correlation between vulnerabilities.
Later, researchers combined network security with statistics
and used relevant models to quantify the probability of being
attacked. They no longer studied a single category but extended the research target to the whole network system.
Then, with the further development of the research, network
security researchers have learned that the analysis of network security and other issues should start from multiple
dimensions, so a variety of security risk assessment standards and vulnerability analysis methods are proposed. At
present, the research hotspot is the security risk assessment
method based on the model, which considers the network
security from the perspective of the attacker. The modelbased research method can show all possible attack paths in
the form of graphs and then carry out qualitative or
quantitative analysis on the existing security problems,
which is convenient for security managers to understand the
security of the network environment [8–12]. It is an active
network security defense measure. Among all model-based
risk assessment studies, the study of attack graph model is
the most in-depth. In view of the advantages of attack graph
in network security analysis, it has attracted the attention of
a large number of researchers, and some diﬃculties of attack
graph have been gradually overcome. However, in the
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security analysis based on large-scale network, the large scale
of the generated attack graph seriously aﬀects its readability
and increases the diﬃculty in security analysis. Network
composite attack modeling is a bit abstract. We analyze the
relationship between vulnerabilities in the network from the
perspective of attack and draw out the possible attack path of
network attack, which can eﬀectively evaluate the direct and
indirect security impact caused by network attack. This is to
ﬁnd out the possible attack path, if cooperated with IDS, can
be used to predict the attack target. Therefore, now, the study
of attack graph automated build technology mainly includes
the attack graph and the security analysis of the attack graph.
Attack graph automatic construction technology includes
target environment modeling technology, vulnerability
automatic knowledge base construction technology, attack
graph algorithm optimization technology, and attack graph,
as shown in Figure 1; the relations between the key technologies of attack graph are as follows. Similarly, the following mainly introduces the research status of attack graph
technology from the construction, optimization, and security analysis of attack graph [13–15].

2. Network Security Risk Assessment Based on
Attack Graph
2.1. Security Risk Assessment Model. Because network security risk assessment technology plays a positive role in
strengthening network defense, researchers have never
stopped studying in this ﬁeld. Initially, researchers had to
rely on manual assessments or assistive tools to assess risk.
However, manual evaluation is a heavy workload, easy to
make mistakes, and has certain subjectivity. Risk assessment
tools primarily utilize vulnerability scanning tools. This tool
can ﬁnd information such as server or system environment
conﬁguration errors, such as ISS, Nessus, and Nmap. Vulnerability scanning tools mainly use rule matching database
to ﬁnd known vulnerability information. At present, foreign
authoritative vulnerability databases include National Vulnerability Database (NVD) of the United States and Bug
Trap Vulnerability Database released by Symantec. Authoritative vulnerability databases in China include China
National Vulnerability Database (CNNVD). Although the
risk assessment tool alleviates the workload of manual assessment to some extent, it can only ﬁnd known vulnerabilities based on the vulnerability database and cannot ﬁnd
unknown vulnerabilities. Furthermore, only single vulnerabilities can be identiﬁed, and neither the correlation between vulnerabilities cannot be found nor the potential harm
brought by the correlation between vulnerabilities to the
system environment can be evaluated [16–19]. Through
RFID, sensing, and other technologies, intelligent bus can
understand the location of the bus in real time and realize
functions such as turning and route reminder. At the same
time, combine with the characteristics of the bus operation,
through the intelligent scheduling system, the line, vehicle
planning, and scheduling, to achieve intelligent scheduling.
Considering the many defects of manual assessment and
auxiliary assessment tools, researchers began to study the
relationship between vulnerabilities in system environment
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Figure 1: Attack graph algorithm optimization technology and attack graph.

by using the security risk assessment method of the model.
The model-based security risk assessment method takes the
network attack modeling technology as the core, simulates
the intrusion scenario of the attacker, and evaluates the
network system defense capability qualitatively or quantitatively by means of graph theory. The existing model
evaluation methods mainly include fault tree model, attack
tree model, privilege graph model, attack graph model, and
Bayesian network model. After many years of research on
fault tree model, some achievements have been made in
determining the deterministic direction of the system. The
logical relationship between the fault and the cause of the
fault in the fault tree is represented graphically. The logical
schematic diagram of the fault tree is shown in Figure 2,
where T represents the top event and S1–S4 represents the
bottom event.
Fault tree is a top-down research method, which analyzes
the factors that may cause threats to the network environment and displays all possible failures in the form of
graphs. Fault tree can also be called deductive analysis; that
is, the analysis starts from the top event (the least expected
event) and then from the top of the tree to the leaves of the
tree analysis, reverse analysis of the root cause of the top
event. The results can be used to analyze how multiple
components can cause system failure. The fault tree model
includes qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis.
Qualitative analysis is to use the fault tree to solve the
minimum critical attack set of an event. In quantitative
analysis, because the failure rate of a single system event is
unknown, only the probability of top event occurrence is
calculated [20].
On the basis of fault tree, attack tree targets the inherent
threat of the system acquired by diﬀerent types of attack.
Attack tree is also used to describe the whole process of the
network system being attacked in a top-down way. The root
node in the attack tree represents the attack target, the leaf
node represents the attack mode adopted, and the nonleaf
node represents the attacked subtarget. The nodes of the
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Figure 2: The logical schematic diagram of the fault tree.

attack tree fall into two categories: AND nodes and OR
nodes. The presentation of AND nodes and OR nodes is
shown in Figure 3.
The AND node can only pass the task up when all the
child nodes are implemented; the OR node can pass the task
up as long as any of the child nodes are implemented.
As proposed in a method for manually building state
attack graphs, attack graph model can be regarded as a
combination of multiple attack tree models in structure.
Attack graph describes the attack behavior of multiple
diﬀerent attack targets and shows the attack path in the way
of directed graph. The node and edge in the ﬁgure describe
the vulnerability or attack behavior of the node, and then
according to their logical relationship, the attack path
containing the attack starting point, vulnerability node, and
attack target is generated. The construction of attack graph
model has experienced from manual construction to automatic construction based on model detection and then to
the generation of attack graph based on logical reasoning
process to adapt to the large-scale network environment,
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thus solving the problem of generating attack graph due to
the exponential growth of network scale. Compared with
other models, the attack graph model simulates the real
attack scenario and detects the vulnerability nodes in the
network from the perspective of the attacker. To make the
description of network attack more speciﬁc and more reliable, the model is as follows:
�������������
n(n − 1)(n + 1)
⎪
⎧
ε
⎪
⎪
arg maxg(x, y)η (x, y) +
, r ≠ r0 ,
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎨
k �⎪
⎪
�������������
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ n(n − 1)(n + 1) , others.
2
(1)
Bayesian network is a model that combines probability
analysis and graph theory to describe uncertain causality.
Firstly, it assigns probability values to the nodes or edges of
the attack graph model and then calculates the attack
probability from the initial node to the target node according
to the whole attack process and carries out integration
processing. The integrated probability is used as the reference index of the whole system network security. Figure 4 is
a simple Bayesian network with four variables: the four
nodes in the ﬁgure correspond to the four real events, and
the value of each node is discrete and can only be true or
false, so the conditional probability distribution of each node
can be described in the form of table.

2.2. Network Security Risk Assessment Process Based on Attack
Graph. According to the research status, the attack graph
model is the most eﬀective model to represent the dependency and causality of vulnerability and plays an important
role in network security assessment. Based on the construction, optimization, and analysis of attack graph-based
network security risk, assessment ﬂow chart is proposed in
this section. As shown in Figure 5, the network security risk
assessment process based on attack graph in this paper is
divided into three modules, namely, the formal representation module of abstract network environment, the generation and optimization module of attribute attack graph,
and the solution module of key attack set based on attack
graph. Abstract network environment formal representation
module is not only the basis of network security analysis but
also the premise of the latter two modules. This module
mainly contains the important ﬁle conﬁguration information in the system network. This information can be obtained through vulnerability scanning tools and port
scanning tools. The main contents of this paper are the
optimization of attribute attack graph generated in largescale networks and the solution of the minimum critical
attack set of simpliﬁed attack graph.
Attribute attack graph is constructed with mature tools,
which have been studied by predecessors, but the attack
graph constructed in large-scale network has some problems
such as low readability and unsatisfactory guidance for
security managers. To solve this problem, the simpliﬁed
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attack graph is an improvement in the low readability of the
complex attribute attack graph. The attack graph with
complex attributes is simpliﬁed by using the optimization
algorithm based on attack distance and atomic weight,
which deletes the meaningless nodes and paths in the real
attack path and enhances the readability of the complex

attack graph. Moreover, in the further simpliﬁcation, the
calculation method of path complexity is deﬁned, and attack
graphs of diﬀerent simpliﬁed degrees can be obtained by
taking diﬀerent Min value t, which plays a certain role for
security managers to predict and judge network risks. The
model is as follows:

�������������
n(n − 1)(n + 1)
(m+1/m− 1)
Ωxy (m + 1) �
+  ωck
, Ω � Ωmax ,
xy (m) +(1 − [)
2
�������������
n(n − 1)(n + 1)
(m+1/m− 1)
Ωxy (m + 1) �
+  ωck
, Ω ≠ Ωmax .
xy (m) +(1 + [)
2

(2)

⎨ (1 − [)(m+1/m− 1) , Ω � Ωmax ,
⎧
ck
 ωxy (m) � ⎩
(1 + [)(m+1/m− 1) , Ω ≠ Ωmax .
(3)
After the simpliﬁed attack graph is obtained, only the
key nodes in the attack graph are used for quantitative
analysis and security analysis, and the results are uncertain. In the third module, how to solve the minimum
critical attack set is proposed, which provides a reliable
analysis basis for the minimum network security reinforcement of the network system. Firstly, it is proved that

solving the minimum critical attack set problem is
equivalent to the NP-complete problem. In solving the
NP problem, the traditional ant colony algorithm will
have the problem of premature convergence and slow
search speed in the later period, resulting in only
obtaining the local optimal solution. Therefore, this paper
proposes an improved ant colony algorithm to solve the
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Figure 5: The network security risk assessment process based on attack graph.

NP problem. By improving the adaptive update of its
pheromone and using the adaptive genetic algorithm to
carry out local search, the minimum critical attack set can
be solved more accurately and the search speed can be
accelerated in the later stage of the algorithm, which
provides guidance for the network security management
personnel to make the minimum cost network reinforcement measures.
This chapter ﬁrst introduces several network security risk
assessment models and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each security risk assessment model in detail.
Then, several common attack graph models are introduced,
with emphasis on attribute attack graph. On the basis of
attribute attack graph, the general formal description and
representation of network security elements are given. Finally, this paper describes the security risk assessment ﬂow
chart based on the attack graph model and introduces the

function of each module in the ﬂow chart in detail, which
lays a foundation for the following research implementation.

3. Analysis and Implementation of
Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm of
Attack Graph Expert System Model
3.1. Multitarget Attack Graph Construction Technology.
Attack diagram correlates the vulnerability among hosts in
the network, actively discovers the existing vulnerabilities,
and represents the possible attack paths in the way of directed graph, but with the expansion of network scale, the
problem of space state explosion exists in the construction of
attack graph. Too many redundant attack paths in the attack
diagram seriously aﬀect the quantitative analysis and accurate judgment of network security by security analysts,
thus increasing the cost of network defense. To solve this
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problem, this chapter ﬁrstly deals with the elimination of the
loop in the attack path of the attack graph. Then, in the
analysis of the acyclic attack graph, the deﬁnition of the path
complexity is given based on the attack distance and the
weight of atoms. Using diﬀerent t values to get diﬀerent
degrees of simpliﬁed graph, it can improve the readability of
the attack graph, which is the possibility of the attack graph
being realized in the quantitative analysis of network
vulnerabilities.
There are two types of edges in the attribute attack graph:
one is the edge from the state node to the attack node, which
represents the requirement relationship; the other is the edge
from the attack node to the attribute node, which represents the
implementation relationship. Figure 6 is an example of a
property attack graph. The ellipse represents the attack node,
and the text represents the attribute node. When an attacker
invades a target network, he ﬁrst takes advantage of the vulnerability on a host to obtain the initial permissions, and then,
he invades again on this basis and repeatedly until the attacker
achieves the ﬁnal target of his attack. Therefore, the process of
the attacker’s intrusion is actually a transition process from the
premise network state to the result network state. Attack graph
and related concepts are deﬁned, and construction techniques
are explained in the following paragraphs.
The construction of attribute attack graph in this paper
adopts the modeling method based on logical reasoning
proposed by OU—MuiVal. This modeling method is built on
the basis of Prolog logic system and XSB reasoning engine.
MuiVal is also an inference system for automatic identiﬁcation of network vulnerabilities within enterprises. The
modeling idea is to ﬁrst describe the network conﬁguration
information and system security policy in a general form, then
select its attack behavior as the inference rule, and ﬁnally use
the XSB inference engine to judge the security policy, if not,
then give all possible attack paths. The time complexity of
MuiVal is to generate attack graph. MuiVal is a commonly
used attack graph building tool. The design principle of
MuiVal is to represent the network system conﬁguration
information by means of datalog. Attack behavior and defense
measures can also be classiﬁed using datalog.
Attribute attack graph has two nodes: attribute and
attack, which show attack path implicitly. Therefore, there
may be multiple attack nodes repeatedly attacking an attribute node, but there is also a relationship between attack
nodes with jumping permissions, so it is easy to cause the
phenomenon of attack graph loop. The existence of loop
makes the relationship between nodes more complex, which
has a serious impact on the accuracy of attack probability
calculation and the readability of attack graph. It is found
that the loop phenomena of attack graph can be divided into
three categories.
As shown in Figure 7, text represents the attribute node
and ellipse represents the attack node.
But in the multitarget network, deleting a node in the
third type of loop may delete the attack path with high-risk
probability. In the further study, it is found that if the
forward search or depth-ﬁrst search method is used to
calculate all the reachable parent nodes. In the iteration
process, in order to eliminate the ring of attack path, the
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trace set was deﬁned to place the tracked attribute node that
was searched. Before iteration, place all the child nodes of the
attribute node to trace the collection and then iterate the
child nodes of the node in attack, and in the process of
iteration, if the attribute node of the child node is found to be
placed in the track, or the child node is found to have been
tracked, then the iteration will continue to enter the loop
until the iteration is terminated.
As an intelligent subject, the attacker often chooses the
attack path with short attack distance and low attack
complexity to attack when carrying out network attack.
Based on this fact, there are a lot of redundant attack paths in
the attack graph. Therefore, in the optimization process of
attack graph, if the path complexity of each attack path is
calculated according to the attack distance and atomic
weight and then a value is set to remove those lower than
these safe paths, the attack graph will be simpliﬁed to a large
extent. Calculation of path complexity is as follows:
⎪
⎧
 ωck
⎪
xy (m), m ≜ 125,
⎪
⎪
⎨
R � ⎪ �������������
⎪
n(n − 1)(n + 1)
⎪
⎪
⎩
, others.
2

(4)

In order to verify the feasibility of eliminating loops for
these three types of loops and the scalability of path complexity, we conducted two experiments. In the ﬁrst part of
the experiment, we use the MuiVal attack graph building
tool to generate attack graph for a certain scale network
environment, analyze the loop condition of attribute attack
graph, give the idea of eliminating the loop, and get the
acyclic attack graph. The second part of the experiment is to
calculate the path complexity of acyclic attack graph,
according to diﬀerent values can get diﬀerent scales of
simpliﬁed attack graph. For diﬀerent values, if diﬀerent
thresholds are set, the number of paths reserved in the
simpliﬁed graph can be obtained is diﬀerent. The result is
shown in Figure 8.
It can be concluded from Figure 8 that the number of
attack paths reserved under diﬀerent Min values is also
diﬀerent. As the selection of threshold increases, the number
of paths reserved decreases. When the value reaches a certain
value, all possible attack paths must be removed. Therefore,
the selection of the value is also empirical to a certain extent.
If the value is too high, the simpliﬁed graph is too simple,
and it is easy to delete the important nodes of the original
attack graph, resulting in the wrong defense reinforcement
of the attack nodes. If the value is selected too low, the
simpliﬁed graph is still complicated, which makes the visibility of attack graph low and the risk assessment for security managers still very diﬃcult.

4. Attack Diagram Expert System Model
Multitarget Network Security
Algorithm Evaluation
Genetic algorithm is a random search method imitating the
biological evolution process. By sacriﬁcing the limited iteration time to optimize the search speed, the algorithm can
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automatically obtain and guide the optimal search space and
adjust the search process adaptively. Because of its bionic
nature, it can provide another way to solve problems that
other science and technology cannot or are diﬃcult to solve.
It has been widely used in combinatorial optimization,
machine learning, artiﬁcial intelligence, and other ﬁelds.
However, the traditional genetic algorithm has strong robustness in solving the global optimal solution, which leads
to some characteristics such as premature convergence and
slow search in the late period. To solve this problem, an
adaptive genetic algorithm was proposed, which made the
ant colony self-adjust the crossover rate and mutation rate
according to its own race. The optimization problem can be

described by the following mathematical programming
model.
Figure 9 describes the variation trend of the ﬁtness of the
three algorithms. It can be seen from the ﬁgure that the
adaptive genetic algorithm maintained a high search speed
in the early and middle periods and began to slow down its
search speed in the 160–180 generation. In the 30th generation, genetic algorithm and adaptive sorting algorithm
began to show a step-down state. In the 60th generation,
their search speed was slow, and even in the 20th generation,
their search speed was almost stagnant. As can be seen from
the above, when diﬀerent values of t are taken, the simpliﬁed
graphs obtained are also diﬀerent, and the minimum critical
attack sets obtained through the improved ant colony algorithm are also diﬀerent. However, the security manager
can select the values according to the security management
resources he/she has, so as to ensure the minimum security
network reinforcement measures.
Figure 10 describes the variation curve of the performance of the adaptive genetic algorithm between the optimal individual value and the population mean value. It can
be seen from the ﬁgure that the convergence performance of
the adaptive genetic algorithm is relatively slow in the 0–80
generation and gradually begins to converge to complete the
solution of the optimal solution after the 80 generation.
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Figure 10: The variation curve of the performance of the adaptive
genetic algorithm.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that, under the same threshold
value t, the minimum critical attack set can be solved for attack
graphs of diﬀerent scales. It can be seen that the improved ant
colony algorithm can solve the key attack set more optimally. In
addition, it can be seen from the ﬁgure that, in the case of
increasing attack paths in the attack graph, the optimal solution
eﬀect of the improved ant colony algorithm is more obvious and
closer to the optimal solution. At the same time, the search
speed of the improved ant colony algorithm is also further faster
than that of the ant colony algorithm to some extent. For largescale network, the search speed of the improved ant colony
algorithm will not slow down in the later period. In the above
ﬁve scale attack graphs, the search speed of the improved ant
colony algorithm is 8.62% higher than that of the ant colony
algorithm on average, and the highest eﬃciency is three times
than that of other methods. Also, it is found that, in the case of
many attack paths, the improved ant colony algorithm improves the search speed optimization more obviously and is
more suitable for large-scale network.

In this section, the concept of minimum critical attack
set (MCPS) is ﬁrst expounded, and then, it is proved that the
solution of MCPS can be equivalent to the solution of NPcomplete problem. Ant colony algorithm (ACO) is widely
used in solving NP complete problems. However, it is found
in the further solution that ACO tends to converge prematurely in the solution process, which often leads to
convergence at the local optimal solution and makes the
algorithm stagnate instead of getting the global optimal
solution. Therefore, this paper proposes an improved ant
colony algorithm in the fourth section, which uses the
adaptive update of pheromone to optimize the selection of
the next node and uses the adaptive genetic algorithm to
improve the local search strategy. In the ﬁnal experimental
analysis, the results show that the improved ant colony
algorithm has a signiﬁcant improvement in solving the
problem of the minimum critical attack set and in searching
speed under diﬀerent network sizes. Especially when the
scale of attack graph increases gradually, the eﬀect of solving
accuracy and solving time becomes more obvious, and it is
more suitable for large-scale network. Most of the time
vulnerabilities and their disclosure are due to poor system
management, late patching, weak password policies, inadequate access control mechanisms, and so on. Therefore, the
primary reason and purpose of penetration testing should be
to identify and correct failures in the system management
process that lead to the emergence of system vulnerabilities
that are disclosed during penetration testing. The method
presented in this paper can eﬀectively avoid such leakage.
Many cities begin to introduce intelligent transportation facilities into the urban transportation construction, which can not only guarantee people’s travel
more smoothly but also further promote the development
and progress of the transportation ﬁeld. Although intelligent transportation has begun to be eﬀectively applied to cities, as the urban population surges, many rural
people go to cities to work, making the development of
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Figure 11: The minimum critical attack set can be solved for attack graphs of diﬀerent scales.

intelligent transportation diﬃcult to withstand the everexpanding traﬃc pressure in cities. It can be found that
the traﬃc conditions of many cities in our country are
very tight, and the traﬃc pressure problem is increasingly
aggravating. In order to make the intelligent transportation system better meet the needs of the city, the
transportation system and the Internet of Things should
be organically combined, so that the Internet of Things
technology can be applied scientiﬁcally and the transportation facilities can realize the joint application of the
intelligent transportation system and solve the problems
faced by the urban transportation.

5. Conclusion
Nowadays, computer technology has entered our daily life,
so it is urgent to protect and maintain network security.
However, in the face of the diversity and complexity of the
attack means of the attackers on the network, our security
protection measures have a certain lag. In the ﬁnal analysis,
the problem of network security is due to the existence of
vulnerability loopholes in the network system, which gives
attackers an opportunity to take advantage of. Therefore, in
order to be able to develop better preventive measures in the
network security protection system, we should start from the
analysis of the vulnerability vulnerabilities in the network
system. Therefore, this paper focuses on the network security
evaluation and analysis based on the attack graph model.
Attack graph technology can analyze the vulnerability of
each host in the network, ﬁnd out the attack path threatening
network security, and show it in the way of directed graph.
However, the attack graph generated by large-scale network
is too complex and poor in readability, which is diﬃcult for
security managers to analyze, thus aﬀecting their accurate
security judgment and reinforcement of defense measures.
Therefore, the main work of this paper is as follows: using
MuiVal attack graph building tool to generate a directed

attribute attack graph. The phenomena of various kinds of
loops in attribute attack graph are explained in detail, and
the general methods of eliminating loops are expounded. An
optimization algorithm based on path complexity is
implemented for the attack graph after eliminating the loop.
The attack graph can be optimized to diﬀerent degrees by
using the formula of attack distance and atomic weight and
setting diﬀerent values. Finally, the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed algorithm is veriﬁed by an experiment based on a
speciﬁc network topology. On the basis of simplifying the
attack graph, the network environment is strengthened with
the minimum cost. Firstly, the concept of minimum critical
attack set (MCCS) is expounded, and then, it is proved that
solving the MCCS is equivalent to solving the NP problem.
According to ant colony algorithm, the problem of early
convergence and late search is too slow in solving the
minimum critical attack set so that only the local optimal
solution can be obtained. Based on ant colony algorithm,
this paper proposes to improve ant colony algorithm by
using adaptive updating principle of pheromone and local
search strategy. Finally, the simulation experiment is used to
compare the two algorithms in the approximate solution
speed and the number of sets.
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